GEMINI 2+

ADDITIONAL PLUS, FEATURES

NEW TO GEMINI
since the printing of this brochure are the following features

INCREASED CHANNEL CAPACITY
Gemini 2+ will now control up to 360 channels.

TWO COLOUR MONITORS
Gemini 2+ now provides video outputs for two colour monitors. The second video display may be selected to show an additional page of channel and level information or a tracking Memory List.

LARGER MEMORY CAPACITY
Cue capacity has been doubled. Even at 360 channels, very complex shows can be recorded without the need to load memories in from disc.

PALS AUTOMATED FIXTURE CONTROL
Now Gemini can transmit a Remote Go command to the PALS PC Controller, allowing co-ordinated lighting and motion control from the Gemini.

NON DIMS
Gemini's electronic patch now provides the ability to direct any dimmer to act as a non dim.

DIMMER PROFILES
Gemini 2+ can utilise up to two dimmer profiles recorded on Galaxy.

Strand Lighting